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Check Admin Settings

Chat better,

together.

In your Slack app, select your workspace name in the top left corner. Under 

, select .

Settings & 


administration Workspace settings

1.

Go to the  tab at the top.Permissions2.

Scroll down to  and choose Expand.Channel Management3.

For , set it to .People who can create private channels Everyone,except Multi-Channel Guests4.

For , set it to .People who can create public channels Everyone,except guests5.

Save your settings.6.

Slack

Settings & Permissions



Check Admin Settings

Chat better,

together.

In your Slack app, select your workspace name in the top left corner. Under 

, select to open the Slack app directory.

Settings & 


administration  Manage apps 

1.

Click  in the left column. App Management Settings2.

For the best Mio experience, turn  both  and 

.

 OFF Require App Approval Only allow apps from 

the Slack App Directory

3.

The second setting is required in order to use Mio's universal direct messaging feature.a.

Slack

App Management Settings

Installing the Mio app

Go to https://app.m.io.1.

Select  to install the Mio app on your organization’s workspace“Sign up with Slack” .2.

Log in with your Slack account.3.

Once you see the  open  to find the welcomemessage from the Mio app.“Success!” page, Slack4.

https://app.m.io


Mio App Permissions
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Slack

app_mentions:read View messages that directly mention @mio 
in conversations that the app is in

Allows users to interact with our app and ask it 
for help

To deliver messages and other content to 
other chat platforms like Microsoft Team and 
Webex

View messages and other content in public 
channels that Mio has been added tochannels:history

To create universal channels for users
Manage public channels that Mio has been 
added to and create new oneschannels:manage

To track Slack membership to help keep the 
membership of the larger universal channel up 
to date

View basic information about public 
channels in a workspacechannels:read

So users can create channels, invite new 
users, ask for help and see full membership of 
a universal channel.

Add shortcuts and/or slash commands that 
people can usecommands

To post files across chat platforms
View files shared in channels and 
conversations that Mio has been added tofiles:read

To post files from users on other chat 
platforms that are members of the universal 
channel

Upload, edit, and delete files as Miofiles:write

To deliver messages and other content from 
private channels to private channels in chat 
platforms like Microsoft Team and Webex

View messages and other content in private 
channels that Mio has been added togroups:history

To track Slack membership to help keep the 
membership of the larger universal channel up 
to date

View basic information about private 
channels that Mio has been added togroups:read

To post messages from other chat platforms 
into Slack private channels

Manage private channels that Mio has been 
added to and create new onesgroups:write

Permissions requested by Mio

These scopes govern what the Mio app can access.



Mio App Permissions
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Slack

im:history View messages and other content in direct 
messages that Mio has been added to To interact with users via direct message

To better understand the user when 
interacting with the app in a direct message

View basic information about direct 
messages that Mio has been added toim:read

To send messages to the user when 
interacting with the app in a direct message

Start direct messages with peopleim:write

To pass those reactions from Slack to users on 
other platforms in the universal channel

View emoji reactions and their associated 
content in channels and conversations that 
Mio has been added to

reactions:read

To add and/or edit emojis that are passed from 
users in other chat platforms that are 
members of the universal channel

Add and edit emoji reactionsreactions:write

To identify the user that has OAuthed our appView people in a workspaceusers:read

To make users unique and avoid conflicts if a 
user has more than one universal channel 
across multiple workspaces

View email addresses of people in a 
workspaceusers:read.email

Permissions requested by Mio (cont.)

To keep universal channel membership up to 
date in the absence of the bot token

View people in a workspaceusers:read

User token scopes

These scopes access user data on behalf of users that authorize them.



Mio App Permissions
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Slack

app_mentions:read View messages that directly mention @mio 
in conversations that the app is in

Allows users to interact with our app and ask it 
for help

To deliver messages and other content to 
other chat platforms like Microsoft Team and 
Webex

View messages and other content in public 
channels that Mio has been added tochannels:history

Join public channels in a workspacechannels:join

To create universal channels for users
Manage public channels that your slack app 
has been added to and create new oneschannels:manage

To track Slack membership to help keep the 
membership of the larger universal channel up 
to date

View basic information about public 
channels in a workspacechannels:read

Post messages in approved channels & 
conversationschat:write

Send messages as Mio with a customized 
username and avatarchat:write.customize

So users can create channels, invite new 
users, ask for help and see full membership of 
a universal channel.

Add shortcuts and/or slash commands that 
people can usecommands

To post files across chat platforms
View files shared in channels and 
conversations that your slack app has been 
added to

files:read

To post files from users on other chat 
platforms that are members of the universal 
channel

Upload, edit, and delete files as your slack 
appfiles:write

Connect Platforms scopes

These are the scopes requested if you are using Connect Platforms to sync your organization's 

internal teams.
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groups:history
View messages and other content in private 
channels that your slack app has been 
added to 

To deliver messages and other content from 
private channels to private channels in chat 
platforms like Microsoft Team and Webex

To track Slack membership to help keep the 
membership of the larger universal channel up 
to date

View basic information about private 
channels that your slack app has been 
added to

groups:read

To post messages from other chat platforms 
into Slack private channels

Manage private channels that your slack app 
has been added to and create new onesgroups:write

To interact with users via direct message
View messages and other content in direct 
messages that your slack app has been 
added to

im:history

To better understand the user when 
interacting with the app in a direct message

View basic information about direct 
messages that your slack app has been 
added to

im:read

To send messages to the user when 
interacting with the app in a Direct Message

Start direct messages with peopleim:write

To pass those reactions from Slack to users on 
other platforms in the universal channel

View emoji reactions and their associated 
content in channels and conversations that 
your slack app has been added to

reactions:read

To add and/or edit emojis that are passed from 
users in other chat platforms that are 
members of the universal channel

Add and edit emoji reactionsreactions:write

Share remote files on a user’s behalfremote_files:share

Add, remove, or mark reminders as completeremote_files:write

Connect Platforms scopes (cont.)
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team:read View the name, email domain, and icon for 
workspaces Mio is connected to

To identify the user that has OAuthed our appView people in a workspaceusers:read

To make users unique and avoid conflicts if a 
user has more than one universal channel 
across multiple workspaces

View email addresses of people in a 
workspaceusers:read.email

Connect Platforms scopes (cont.)


